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Asst Chief Filice (@rfSalinasPD),

I'd like to report crimes in your jurisdiction:

1. Louie Alejo (@SupervisorAlejo) took bribes from Mike Hackett of Casa Sorrento

fame. (cocaine dealer and @maryrduan's soft spot) - it's on recording.

2. Dave Drew was involved in a fraud

2/

scheme involving Frankie Lane, Anthony Lane (Cotroneo boys from Montreal), Jimmy Gilbert (deceased Monterey wharf biz

owner) and McGilloway (accountant with an office in Unicool's W. Market office complex) and the Fox Theater in Oldtown

Salinas.

The fraud was documented in

3/

a civil suit laid out by Monterey attorney Hugo Gerstl (smart man) in 2016 - two years before @JerryBrownGov pardoned

Drew.

3. The Bankers Casino boys are involved with narco-trackers and money launderers. They also have ties to organized crime

figures.

Please let me know

4/ 

 

how you wish to proceed? 
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Also, @Kelly_McMillin has a troubling connection to all of these issues. 

 

I'm also concerned about reports a @SalinasPD officer has received financial assistance to buy a house on the border with

Mexico ■■ with the help of Rolando Cabrera who is a

5/

member of the Cabrera crime family.

Would you please enlighten the public on this relationship between the Cabrera's and one of Salinas' "finest"?

Thank you for your immediate attention.

Exhibits to follow:

6/

Exhibits:

https://twitter.com/Kelly_McMillin
https://twitter.com/SalinasPD


Exhibits continued:





Exhibits continued:

cc: 

 

District 1: @SupervisorAlejo

https://twitter.com/SupervisorAlejo


District 2: @PhillipsForSupe 

District 3: @SupervisorLopez 

District 4: @WendyRootAskew 

District 5: @MaryLAdams 

 

* when it comes to government - create a paper trail. Government has a hard time explaining corruption years later. 

 

@nytimes

cc continued:

@latimes

@Amy_Chance

@sacbee_news

@KTVU

@KSBW

@KION546

@MontereyHerald

@Calkins_Royal

@FBIWFO

@USAO_NDCA

@SalinasPD << (they can't say they didn't know)

@MCoSheriff < (they can't say they didn't know)

@RepJimmyPanetta < (they can't say they didn't know)
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